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Welcome to the latest newsletter from Eunomia Research & Consulting, keeping you in 
touch with our work, its impact, and the way the company is changing.

NEWSLETTER AUTUMN 2014

It has been a lively few months at Eunomia since our last newsletter, and looking back 
so much has happened that it’s a tougher task than ever to distil it down into just a few 
short pages. 
We’ve produced influential work in our established field of waste, recycling and the 
circular economy. Our latest Recycling Carbon Index has recently been published, 
showing a disappointing decline in the carbon emissions savings resulting from local 
authority recycling, and we’ve also done prominent work on waste crime, recycling 
incentives and the waste regulations.
At the same time, we’ve taken on several exciting new projects that show how we have 
established ourselves in other markets such as renewable energy, green infrastructure, 
payments for ecosystem services, marine planning and dealing with litter. 
Our team is expanding accordingly, both at senior and junior levels, to the extent 
that we’re now taking on additional office space in Bristol. We’ve also made our first 
recruitment in Brussels, as we look to build on our successful track record of European 
projects, including work on environmental fiscal reform and reviewing key waste directives.
On a personal note, I’m extremely pleased to have been appointed as Chair of the Board of the West of England 
Nature Partnership, which is already working to ensure that the benefits of the natural environment are understood 
in decision making in the region. I’m also happy to be a RWM/CIWM ambassador for the waste industry as it 
prepares to make, and facilitate, the transition to a circular economy.
Read on to find out more....

Eunomia is now helping councils to respond to the requirement to separately collect 
paper, glass, metal and plastic for recycling under the Waste (England and Wales) 
Regulations 2011. 
In the absence of formal guidance from Defra, we were commissioned by LWARB, 
WRAP and local authority waste networks to produce a Waste Regulations Route Map 
to fill the gap and help councils to understand the law. The Route Map is now being 
widely used, with the Environment Agency signalling that it will be incorporated within 
the developing regulatory structure.
Eunomia has now developed a low-cost service for councils, providing a review 
of compliance and an options appraisal process based on the Route Map. We are 
already advising several councils on whether separate collections are necessary and 
practicable in their specific local circumstances. 
Contact us for more details.

Dr Dominic Hogg
Chairman

Peter Jones
Senior Consultant

Helping Councils Tackle TEEP

http://www.eunomia.co.uk/carbonindex/
http://www.eunomia.co.uk/reports-tools/waste-crime-tackling-britains-dirty-secret/
http://www.eunomia.co.uk/reports-tools/investigating-the-impact-of-recycling-incentive-schemes/
http://www.eunomia.co.uk/reports-tools/investigating-the-impact-of-recycling-incentive-schemes/
http://www.eunomia.co.uk/reports-tools/waste-regulations-route-map/
http://www.eunomia.co.uk/reports-tools/waste-regulations-route-map/
http://www.eunomia.co.uk/services/waste-recycling/waste-regs/
http://www.eunomia.co.uk/contact/
http://www.eunomia.co.uk/person/dominic-hogg/
http://www.eunomia.co.uk/person/dominic-hogg/
http://www.eunomia.co.uk/person/peter-jones/
http://www.eunomia.co.uk/person/peter-jones/
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Eunomia has carried out work in the field of sustainable energy for several years, but 
has stepped up the range and scale of its work significantly in the last six months. 
Projects we’ve worked on so far this year include:
• An assessment of the environmental impacts of leakage of refrigerants from within 

heat pumps;
• An evaluation of the administration and delivery of the Renewable Heat Incentive 

(RHI);
• An assessment of the market, renewable heat potential, cost, performance, and 

characteristics of heat generated by the combustion of bioliquids and by reversible 
air-to-air heat pumps (RAAHPs).

We also provided technical advice on anaerobic digestion and heat pumps at a 
workshop hosted by the Centre for Sustainable Energy. Our work has enabled us to 
build fruitful relationships with a number of partner organisations such as NATCEN, 
AECOM, South Bank University, Centre for Sustainable Energy and Frontier Economics, 
all of whom we look forward to working with further in future. 

Adam Baddeley
Head of Energy

Two recent Eunomia reports funded by the waste industry have shone a light on 
difficult policy areas, helping to change thinking. 
In March, the Environmental Services Association Education Trust published a Eunomia 
review which assessed the economic impact of waste crime in the UK, including 
activities such as:
• illegal waste sites;
• fly-tipping; and
• avoidance of Landfill Tax by operators misclassifying active waste as inert.
We found that clean-up costs and lost tax revenue were likely to exceed £500m. We 
argued that enforcement budgets needed to be protected and enhanced; a fortnight 
later, the 2014 Budget included an extra £5m to tackle waste crime.  
We also teamed up with Serco to examine the effectiveness of incentive schemes as 
a way to promote household recycling. Evidence from local authority interviews and 
waste data flow information suggests that impacts tend to be marginal. 
Commenting on the report, which was launched at City Hall, London, Project Director James Fulford said, “None of 
the schemes for which we saw data – and our review of the evidence was thorough – appeared to be cost effective 
ways of increasing recycling captures. Other types of incentive scheme – Deposit Refund Schemes and Pay As You 
Throw – have a much better international pedigree in terms of their impact, and it’s disappointing that our policy-
makers have turned away from this evidence.”

As part of its Live Better Challenge The Guardian featured Eunomia’s Waste 
Prevention Wish-list, which includes measures such as local authority reuse targets, 
the resurrection of the Food Waste Bill, and the development of a network of public 
drinking water fountains.
In addition, Principal Consultant and Wish-list author, Dr Chris Sherrington, presented 
the ideas it contains to a Westminster Energy, Environment and Transport Forum 
Seminar on the zero waste economy in January. 
Eunomia also continues to promote its Waste Prevention Toolkit to local authorities 
around the country, with Specialist Technical Adviser Emma Gowing speaking with 
groups in both Lancashire and Yorkshire over recent months. The toolkit helps 
authorities to analyse the potential impact of different waste prevention measures as 
they work to develop their waste strategies.

Chris Sherrington
Principal Consultant

James Fulford
Director

Promoting Prevention 

Exploring the Carrot and the Stick

Expanding our Energy Practice

www.eunomia.co.uk/reports-tools/impacts-of-leakage-from-refrigerants-in-heat-pumps/
http://www.eunomia.co.uk/eunomia-to-evaluate-rhi-for-decc/
http://www.eunomia.co.uk/eunomia-to-assess-new-renewable-technologies-for-decc/
http://www.eunomia.co.uk/person/adam-baddeley/
http://www.eunomia.co.uk/person/adam-baddeley/
http://www.eunomia.co.uk/reports-tools/waste-crime-tackling-britains-dirty-secret/
http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2014/may/21/pay-as-you-throw-away-five-ways-to-cut-off-waste-at-the-source
http://www.eunomia.co.uk/reports-tools/waste-prevention-wish-list/
http://www.eunomia.co.uk/reports-tools/waste-prevention-wish-list/
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2010-12/foodwaste.html
http://www.eunomia.co.uk/reports-tools/waste-prevention-toolkit/
http://www.eunomia.co.uk/person/dr-chris-sherrington/
http://www.eunomia.co.uk/person/dr-chris-sherrington/
http://www.eunomia.co.uk/person/james-fulford/
http://www.eunomia.co.uk/person/james-fulford/
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The European Commission’s adoption in July of proposals for new recycling targets for 2030 has made many head-
lines, due not least to the 70% target proposed for muncipal waste. 
Underlying the decision is painstaking research carried out by a Eunomia-led team, which also included Öko-Institut, 
the Copenhagen Resource Institute (CRI), ARGUS, and Satsuma Media. This included a detailed impact assessment of 
different options for change and a stakeholder consultation. 
Our evidence helped demonstrate that there is both an environmental and an economic case for aiming higher on 
recycling. It’s just one of the areas in which our work is helping to shape the debate and influence policies both in the 
UK and beyond.  

Eunomia successfully bid for funding from Defra for a pilot ‘payment for ecosystem services’ project in the West of 
England. 
With partners from Bristol Water, Avon Wildlife Trust Consultancy, Wessex Water and TLT Solicitors, and with the 
support of the West of England Nature Partnership and the West of England Local Enterprise Partnership, the project 
was one of five bids to be funded from a pool of 30 applicants. 
The aim is to explore the potential for payments to landowners to achieve changes in land management practices, 
so as to reduce the extent of run-off from their land into a key water resource. Reducing the run-off is expected 
to provide a range of benefits to various parties. The project will review the potential for innovative funding 
mechanisms, and will also explore the nature of contracts required to give confidence to those involved in the 
transactions. 

In his spare time, Eunomia Senior Consultant Peter Jones has worked with the Press Complaints Commission to get 
the Daily Mail to withdraw three inaccurate stories about recycling. 
The stories included the false claim that 12m tonnes of UK household recycling is being landfilled overseas each year, 
and claims that due to the Waste (England and Wales) Regulations 2011 all householders would have to separate 
recycling into four different containers. 
You can ‘read all about it’ in a blog he wrote about the process and the issues it exposed. 

An important Eunomia study published in February found that there is substantial 
potential to achieve economic and environmental benefits by moving taxes away from 
labour and towards pollution.
Project managed by Senior Consultant, Tim Elliott, our work with the Danish Centre for 
Environment and Energy (Aarhus University) found that across the 12 states studied, 
approximately EUR 35 billion of additional environmental tax income could be raised in 
2016, increasing to EUR 101 billion in 2025. Significant environmental benefits would 
be derived as a result of a switch in consumption to less environmentally polluting 
activities.
EU Environment Commissioner Janez Potočnik said that the combination of economic 
and environmental benefits made “a powerful argument for changing the status quo.” 
Project Director Dominic Hogg commented that the environmental taxes could 
“contribute to fiscal consolidation or be used as part of a tax shift” and gave Member 
States the opportunity to “reduce the extent to which they resort to taxes which are 
more detrimental to economic growth and employment.” 
Eunomia has now been commissioned to undertake a further study covering an additional 14 Member States, 
including the UK. As well as continuing to work with Aarhus University, we will be working with the Institute of 
European Environmental Policy and a team of 12 country-specific experts.  

Tim Elliott
Senior Consultant

Piloting Payments for Ecosystem Services

Successful Delivery Against the Mail

The Potential Benefits of Environmental Fiscal Reform

Examining the Case for New EU Recycling Targets

http://www.eunomia.co.uk/reports-tools/impact-assessment-on-options-reviewing-targets-in-the-waste-framework-directive-landfill-directive-and-packaging-and-packaging-waste-directive/
http://www.isonomia.co.uk/?p=2768
http://www.eunomia.co.uk/reports-tools/environmental-fiscal-reform-potential-in-12-eu-member-states/
http://eunomia.mysitedev.co.uk/person/tim-elliott/
http://eunomia.mysitedev.co.uk/person/tim-elliott/
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Eunomia Research & Consulting Ltd
Head Office:  37 Queen Square Bristol BS1 4QS
Telephone: +44 (0) 117 917 2250
Email:   mail@eunomia.co.uk
Website:  www.eunomia.co.uk
Twitter:  @Eunomia_RandC

Eunomia is an environmental consultancy that
supports positive change. Our clients, from both gov-
ernment and the private sector turn to us for policy 
development and analysis, service design review, and 
procurement, technology and market assessment, and 
project management.

Over the last three years Eunomia has doubled its staff through recruitment at both junior and senior levels. So far, 
2014 has seen the appointment of five new senior staff, who are already contributing to the company’s success.

Rob Reid
Rob joins our energy team with an in-depth understanding of the development and 
implementation of energy policy, and proven ability in managing procurement processes and 
large contracts in the sector. 
He is already leading one of our work streams within our project on evaluation of the 
Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI). Prior to joining Eunomia, Rob managed the development 
and implementation of the Non-Domestic RHI audit programme at Ofgem.

Hara Xirou
Hara is an expert in policy development and research, who has worked on EU, national and 
regional projects on resource efficiency and sustainability. She now heads Eunomia’s new 
Brussels office, helping us to build on our successes working for the European Commission.
In her previous role, Hara worked on the preparation of technical notes and position papers 
on waste and packaging-related EU Directives, and on the life cycle of packaging. She has 
previously worked as a policy co-ordinator for Tetra Pak International and a project manager 
for ACR+ in Brussels.

Wayne Lewis
Wayne has a thorough understanding of local authority waste management issues and 
proven expertise in policy and strategy development. 
Prior to joining Eunomia, Wayne led the Oxfordshire Waste Partnership. He oversaw a 
transformational change in performance, doubling the county’s recycling rate to 60%, making 
it not only the highest recycler in England, but also the lowest producer of residual waste. He 
previously worked as a Waste Projects Manager for Gloucestershire County Council.

Mark Chamberlain
Mark is Eunomia’s new Bidding Manager, taking charge of bid preparation and overall 
coordination of the bidding process in the company.
Mark worked for Capgemini UK Plc for 14 years to 2008, including as Bid Manager and 
Programme Manager. Most recently, he has worked as a self-employed production manager, 
including working main stages at the Glastonbury  Festival.

Christina Tsiarta
Christina’s expertise lies in environmental management, with a focus on energy, waste and 
carbon. She specialises in sustainability and environmental management systems, and in 
analysing quantitative and qualitative data. 
In her previous role as an Environmental Sustainability Manager at Julie’s Bicycle, Christina 
worked with the Arts Council England to train and support hundreds of cultural sector 
organisations on environmental reporting and energy management.

A Growing Company


